Welcome to Drive™ - The world leading employee engagement and motivation experience that offers
organisations something very different.
Drive is the ultimate interactive workshop experience based on the award winning and New York Times
best selling work of Daniel H. Pink. The Drive Workshop™ is a paradigm- shattering look at what truly
motivates and engages us and how we can use that knowledge to work smarter, perform better and live
a more fulfilling life.
The secret to high performance and satisfaction is the deeply human need to direct our own lives, to learn
and create new things, and to do better by ourselves and our world. Based on four decades of scientific
research on human motivation, Pink’s work exposes the mismatch between what science knows and what
business does—and how that affects every aspect of our working life.
In the Drive workshop™, we examine the three elements of true motivation— Autonomy,
Mastery, and Purpose—and offer smart and surprising techniques for putting these into
action.
The workshop agenda includes:
Motivation 2.0 to Motivation 3.0, motivation needs an upgrade Various
learning guides are used (video, posters, discussions etc)
We discuss Autonomy, Mastery and Purpose and relate these to practical examples Afternoon
session reviews morning learning and examines a case study to cement this.
Benefits of Drive Workshop:
• Greater performance by people whilst being more engaged and motivated
• Keeping your best employees
• Getting your employees to be your best advocates for great talent
• Getting people to volunteer to become better performers
• Better performance feedback mechanisms
What you will learn:
• How to lead employee engagement and workplace motivation by developing a sense of
Autonomy, Mastery and Purpose in your organisation
• New systems of reward and recognition that will transform your organisation
• Techniques to ensure people become more Autonomous, Self –Motivated and Engaged
• Tools to conduct your own self directed feedback
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